The Right Fit,
Right Now
Get into the swim
of things, live free
“I’m always looking for water
legs, and this iFIT solution
just fell into my lap. I love the
technology: It hooks on easily
with a lanyard and you’re good
to go. It’s quick, simple and
great for my active lifestyle.”
- Daniel, User of iFIT’s regular
and water leg prostheses

Read full story on page 2.

WATCH A BRIEF VIDEO ON HOW IFIT WORKS AT
iFITPROSTHETICS.COM, OR CALL 301-821-5414 FOR MORE DETAILS

In the Swim of Things with iFIT
Sometimes life has a way of tossing us into the deep end of the pool, but if we’re lucky, we come
to find we’re far more buoyant than we ever knew. Such is the case with 42-year-old Daniel Fassett
of Towanda, Pennsylvania. Five years ago, life changed in an instant when a lawn mower’s gas tank
exploded and caused third-degree burns over 60 percent of his upper body. He ended up in a coma
for ten weeks and, partway through, developed blood clots in his legs due to his IVs. Medical staff
were able to save his right leg but, in June 2013, his left required amputation just above the ankle.
When he awoke, life as he had known it had changed irreparably.
“I spent a month in a rehabilitation hospital and got
a regular (i.e., non-adjustable) prosthesis so I could
become more mobile, but I hated that I had to carry
all those socks with me to deal with changing volume
levels throughout the day,” Daniel recalls. “I was
interested in learning more about adjustable
prosthetics because you never knew how many
socks you were going to need on any particular day.
It’s one of the challenges we deal with.”
Diving Into Adjustable Technology
While investigating a more accommodating unit
from a different vendor, Daniel learned about iFIT
(Immediate Fit, Innovative Technology) from a
Facebook ad soliciting volunteers for their strong and
durable prosthetic. As the only adjustable preparatory
device on the market, iFIT offers One-Stop Fitting for
Nonstop Living, so people with amputations can get
back on their feet quickly. Further, it handles fluctuating
volume levels seamlessly—great for busy individuals
with active lives.
iFIT’s high-strength, lighter-weight socket provides
tremendous comfort and stability while its unique,
heat-moldable liner and safety-lock buckles adjust to
every individual. Further, the device is compatible with
most commercially made feet and pylons for even
greater cost-effectiveness, making it an ideal
secondary device.
Lightweight Mobility, Heavyweight Durability
In Daniel’s case, because his residual limb was quite
a bit longer than the “average” amputation, he required
more adjustability than most. As such, iFIT adapted
its innovative, patented design to develop a special
prototype just for him, and he felt a weight lift—
literally and figuratively.

“I love the feel of the iFIT TT200—it’s extremely light,”
Daniel says. “After an amputation, you get used to the
sense of a prosthetic, but the iFIT feels so natural when
you walk; I find myself asking, ‘Is there really a leg
there?’ It’s made a huge difference in my experience.”
He’s also impressed by iFIT’s ease of use. “It’s very
user-friendly: Just three straps total, so it’s very quick
to adjust…without requiring all those socks!”
Jumping into Waterproof Options
Daniel was thrilled to learn about iFIT’s new water legs
which combine military-grade toughness with waterproof technology, all in a singular solution that costs a
fraction of a standard water device. For an active guy
with two young boys who love anything water-related—
fishing, swimming, hot-tubbing—Daniel was ready to
dive in, from shower to pool to surf and beyond.
“I am always looking for water legs because of our
lifestyle. Instead of having to carry and use a special
cover-up or silicone sleeve and all the extra time and
steps those entail, I can simply hook on the iFIT water
leg and go. It’s quick and simple, and I am all for that!”

Behind “The Right Fit, Right Now”
With sustained funding from the NIH, Dr. Dillingham and
iFIT Prosthetics developed the world’s first immediate fit
adjustable device—perfect as a comfortably adjustable
preparatory device, a definitive device for volume control,
an affordable secondary/recreational device, or for relief
efforts abroad. Army veteran and founder Timothy R.
Dillingham, MD, MS, served during the Persian Gulf War and
afterwards as a clinician-scientist at top medical centers in the
United States. With NIH funding, Dr. Dillingham applied his
engineering background, 27 years of clinical experience, and
industrial manufacturing know-how to create this prosthesis
that could better adjust to individuals’ needs for greater
use and satisfaction.
Watch a brief video on how iFIT works at
iFITprosthetics.com, or call 301-821-5414 for more details.

